
 
 
 

‘THE STORY OF US’ 
Cast Bios 

 

MAGGIE LAWSON (Jamie Vaughn) – Born and raised in Louisville, Kentucky, Maggie 
Lawson started appearing in local community and dinner theater when she was eight years old.  
She became a youth journalist for the local FOX station before moving to Los Angeles. 
 
Lawson can currently be seen recurring in the third season of the FOX hit series “Lethal 
Weapon” alongside Seann William Scott and Damon Wayans.  Last year Lawson reprised her 
longstanding television role in the “Psych: The Movie.”  She recurred on Netflix’s “Santa Clarita 
Diet,” opposite Drew Barrymore and Tim Olyphant.  In addition to her reprisal and recurring 
television roles, Lawson played the lead in the Hallmark Channel original movie “My Favorite 
Wedding,” as well as completed recurring arcs on the Netflix series “The Ranch” and CBS’s “The 
Great Indoors.”  
 
In previous years, Lawson also starred opposite Jane Lynch in the CBS series “Angel from Hell.” 
Also that year, she filmed the Netflix feature “Spivak,” starring alongside Michael Bacall and Rob 
Kazinsky.  Prior to that she had a season long arc on Chuck Lorre’s “Two and a Half Men,” 
playing the love interest to both Jon Cryer and Ashton Kutcher.  
 
Lawson is well known for her role as Juliet O’Hara on the USA hit series “Psych.”  Other 
television credits include “Back in the Game,” “Justified,” “Crumbs,” “It’s All Relative,” “Inside 
Schwartz,” “E.R.” “Party of Five” amd “Felicity.”  Television movie credits include “Killer Hair,” 
“Hostile Makeover,” “Model Behavior” and, on the CBS, “Revenge of the Middle-Aged Woman.”  
Her film credits include Cheats, Pleasantville, Nice Guys Sleep Alone and Cleaner. 
 
Lawson is an animal-lover and the co-founder of The Tiger Frances Foundation, a non-profit 
organization to end animal abuse and place animals in loving homes.  She is especially proud of 
Love on Paws, a program created by TTFF to bring rescue animals into the classroom, sharing 
their stories with kids to help foster empathy and compassion, important components in the 
quest to end abuse.  The program is currently partnered with Communities in Schools and 
School on Wheels.  Lawson currently resides in Los Angeles. 
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SAM PAGE (Sawyer O’Dell) – Sam Page had the distinction of simultaneously juggling three 
recurring arcs on such beloved series as AMC’s Golden Globe® and Emmy Award® winning “Mad 
Men,” the worldwide phenomenon “Desperate Housewives” and acclaimed ABC Family Channel 
series “Greek.”  As his role as Christina Hendricks’ surgeon husband on “Mad Men” continued, 
Page joined yet another cast in the form of an arc on “Gossip Girl” and has since appeared in 
multiple episodes of “Switched at Birth” and most recently, the Netflix original series “House of 
Cards” with Robin Wright.  He later collaborated with Creator David Fincher on HBO’s “Living on 
Video,” and currently stars in Freeform’s “The Bold Type.” 



 
Additionally, Page has appeared on “Scandal,” “The Mindy Project,” “Unbreakable Kimmy 
Schmidt,” “Necessary Roughness,” “Last Resort,” “Up All Night,” “The Event,” Castle” and “Lie 
to Me.”  He previously starred as a handsome district attorney with a heart of gold on the CBS 
drama “Shark.”  Aside from portraying an attorney with morals on a weekly basis, further 
testament to his acting ability was being able to hold his own alongside co-star James Woods. 
 
He has since starred in the Spike TV original telefilm “Red Line;” followed by the independent 
drama features Falling Up, Answers to Nothing and the television movie “In the Dark”; the 
comedy Serial Daters Anonymous and more recently, the psychological thriller 1915 about the 
Armenian Genocide, the sci-fi thriller Self/less with Ryan Reynolds and Ben Kingsley, Caught 
with Anna Camp, Hamptons International Film Festival’s The Preppie Connection and the 
comedy The Tiger Hunter with Jon Heder.  In 2017, Page starred in the Hallmark Channel 
Original Movie “Walking the Dog” alongside Jennifer Finnigan. 
 
Whether swimming with sharks or maneuvering throughout the supernatural events on the 
short-lived, yet critically acclaimed “Point Pleasant,” Page continued to impress in a variety of 
roles.  Additional credits include recurring arcs on the likes of “American Dreams,” “7th Heaven” 
and Ryan Murphy’s scathing look into the high school experience, “Popular.” 
 
Page’s popularity likely originates from his role on the daytime drama “All My Children,” which 
garnered him a slot amongst People Magazine’s “Most Eligible Bachelors.”  Born in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, Page earned his B.A. degree in ecology and evolutionary biology from prestigious 
Princeton University where he also played baseball.  Upon graduation, he moved to Manhattan 
to focus on his acting career.  He eventually moved west to Los Angeles where he currently 
resides. 
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